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I  HAVE READ the article by Barrie Williams in the last  Ricardian  on the
proposed marriage plans for Princess Joanna  with  interest and  appreciation.
This  is a  subject which I  have spent some time researching and  I  should  like  to
draw attention to a few oints  which  may lead  to  different  interpretations of
certain  aspects of the  a  air.

The  extensive  and detailed chronicle of the reign of  John  II by Rui de
Pina,l apparently not  used  by Mr.  Williams, is an important source for the
geriod. De  Pina  was  a  contemporary diplomat of  standing in  Portugal.

ignificantly, the  only marriage proposal  Involving Joanna  during 1483-85
mentioned  by de  Pina  seems to be  that with  Diogo, Duke of  Viseu, a son of
Ferdinand, younger brother of  Alfonso  V.  A patently Alfonso’s wife, Isabel
of Coimbra (mother of John 11 and Joanna had promised Ferdinand  that
their respective children  should  be married, and  Indeed  Joanna's  brother,
John  II did marry his cousin, Leonora of  Viseu.  According to de  Pina, King
John  and his Queen went to Aveiro in January 1484  to see Joanna.
Opposition  to  this  marriage, although  it is not clear whether  this  came from
John  or Joanna, was  given  by Diogo as one of the reasons for his subsequent
rebellion and  attempted  assassination of John  that  same year. Diogo started
negotiating for the hand of one of the princesses of  Castile  and the  upshot  was
that John  sent  for him and  personally stabbed him to  death.  This  murder
occurred in August  1484  and de Pina  implies  that  the  tragedy might  have  been
averted if the marriage  between  Diogo  and Joanna had  taken  place.2

When  John came to the throne in 1481 his only direct  relatives available
for forming marriage ties  with  foreign powers were his four-year-old son
Alfonso, born in  1476, his  twenty-nine-year-old  sister Joanna and, possibly,
his  illegitimate  baby son, Jorge, born in 1481. His need for  immediate
alliances  was great and it is natural  that  he should  have  concentrated on
Joanna.  Unfortunately the prospect of matrimony seems always to  have  been
repugnant to his sister who consistently expressed her desire to participate
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fully in  a  convent  life. It is possible  that  she  took a  vow of  celibacy at the
Convent  of Aveiro in  1481  as soon as John  publicly acknowledged Jorge as his
son.3 Although  her brother seemed to  think  that  any of her commitments
could and  should  be  annulled when they conflicted with  the  interests  of the
state, it is  unlikely that  Joanna, with  her strong religious  dedication  would
have  willingly acquiesced in this. It is, however, apparent  that  rumours, not
very well substantiated, of  impending betrothals to heads of state intensified
during the  first  few years of  John’s  reign.  They included Charles  VIII  of
France, who was twelve years old  when  his father  Louis  XI  died  in  1483, and
Maximillian, King of the Romans, widowed  in 1482, reputed to have been  a
suitor for her  hand both before  and after  1485.‘ It could be  that these
prospective  betrothals  were  initiated  by John II  himself  out of  political
expediency and  that they were of  such  a tenuous  nature  that they were
rfigarded as unimportant by Rui de Pina, who does not appear to mention
t  em.

John must  have  béen  somewhat  desperate by the time Richard III
entered the marriage market; Joanna was now  thirty-two.  No  doubt  John was
wholly and emphatically in favour of  a  marriage alliance  with England.  The
contemporary description, given  by Alvaro Lopes and paraphrased by Sister
Margarida of the  Convent  at Aveiro, of the  Council meeting at Alcobaga at
which  Joanna was harangued by her frustrated brother is  sufficiently detailed
to put the affair  into  a more positive category than  mere rumour.’ John’s
argument  that  her refusal could result in war  between  France and Portugal
together  with  the  suggestion  that  her piety could  be put to  a  more practical
use as Consort to  King Richard  III  must  have  shaken her  conviction that
nothing was more  important than  service to God in the poor  convent  that  she
had chosen to enter. Joanna’s  agitation  must_ have  made an indelible
impression on the cloistered sisters of  that convent,—an  impression made
deeper by her impassioned exhortations  that  they should  all pray for her
deliverance from the  torment  of  this  dilemma.  But there  does  not.seem to be
any indication  that  the  thought  of marriage to Richard was  anything other
than  distressing, as had been the case  with  her earlier suitors. Her calmness at
her  next  appearance  before the  Council  probably stemmed  from relief and
the  conviction  that  the  ‘vision’ that  Richard was dead was  a  direct answer to
her prayers and a  vindication  of her beliefs.

There is  similarly no  mention  in de Pina’s  Chronicle  of any ambassadors
arriving in Portugal  from  Richard 111 during 1485. There is, however, a  gap in
his date entries between June and September of  that  year, which  may
correspond to the period during which  he was on  a  diplomatic  mission to
Rome.  De Pina does cover the  visit  of Edward  Woodville, ‘Lord  Scales’, to
Lisbon in March  1486  and  Woodville’s  letter of apology received by King
John at Santarem.6 Again, there is no indication  that  this had any greater
significance  than that  of  a  social  visit. It is  left  to the  ‘eye-witness’ account  of
Alvaro Lopes to  state  that Woodville  casually mentioned the  possibility of
arranging a marriage  between  his niece (un-named) and Manuel, Duke  of
Beja (Diogo’s  younger brother), this having previously been suggested to
King John  by Edward Brampton who had come as ambassador from  King
Richard  III to agree a treaty and to arrange  a  marriage  with  Princess Joanna.’
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The  embassy in  which Woodville  featured  must have  taken  place on his
way back  from Spain, either  late  in 1486 or early in  1487  since he was present
at and wounded during the siege of Loja in May 1486. Alvaro Lopes is in no
doubt  that  this is the  same  man who passed through Lisbon in March 1486 on
his way to Granada. The ‘secret and far-reaching plans’ for  which these visits
were  a  cover must surely have  originated from the policies of Henry VII.“
There is, equally, no  doubt that  Brampton was sent to Portugal on 22 March
1485.  This ties  in  with  the reference by Lopes to the ‘previous  embassy’ but
does not  suggest that  Brampton was accompanied by anyone else of  note.  The
purpose of Brampton’s  embassy was to  agree a treaty, however, and to
arrange the marriage  with  Joanna. Could the reason why he was  sent  out to
Portugal  so  soon after  the death of Queen  Anne  be because his  visit  had been
already arranged with reference to the treaty?

The  uestion  remains as to why the proposed betrothal of Richard to
Joanna, w  ich was so important to Portugal, was neither mentioned by any
English  source nor by Rui de  Pina  whose only concern  during June  1485
seems to have been  with  John  II’s  proposed currency changes,—that is,
assuming the  betrothal  was part of Bram  ton’s  brief when he  left  England in
March. It was  also  not  until  the Eng ish embassy was on the point of
re-embarking at Lisbon  that  John suddenly called  the Council meeting at
Alcobaga and sprung their decision on an unsuspecting Joanna. Bearing in
mind that  Richard had been offered the  hand  of the fifteen-year-old daughter
of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain, is it not possible  that  the idea of the
Portuguese marriages originated not  with  Richard, but  with John  who wanted
them  integrated  into  the treaty conditions? Since Richard had publicly
announced, in April  1485, that  he had no intention of marrying his niece, the
possibility of marrying Elizabeth of York to Manuel, Duke of  Beja, was of
advantage to  both  monarchs. It would sabotage  both  Henry Tudor’s
prospects of support in England and Manuel’s inclination towards Spain. But
would  Richard  have  wanted  to marry Joanna? Brampton  himself  was
Portuguese by birth and made frequent visits to his home country.9 He was in
Lisbon in  1484  accompanied by his second  wife, Margharida, and returned
germanently in  1487, remaining there  until  his  death  in 1508. He  must  have

een aware of the problems created by Joanna’s insistence on a convent life
and therefore Richard III could hardly have been ignorant of her  wishes.
Richard’s  own religious convictions are generally regarded as  being sincere.
What  would he  have  gained by rushing Joanna, who was older than he  was,
into  abandoning her  chosen vocation?  Once Henry Tudor  was defeated he
would have been the  most  eligible male in Euro 6. John, however, in
comparison  stood  to  gain  an alliance  with  Englan against their common
adversary, France.

I remain unconvinced  that  Richard Woodville  went  to Portugal  with
Brampton in  1485, or, in  fact, that  Edward Woodville was  there  in an official
capacity in 1486. Nor do I think  that  Princess  Joanna  ever  had any desire to
marry Richard, or indeed  anyone else, or  that  such  a  union, if enforced,
would  have  been  anything other  than  disastrous. It  seems  likely too  that this
proposed alliance was much more in the interests of Portugal  than  of
England. Lastly, since Brampton left for Portugal so soon after  Anne’s death,
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his visit  must have  been arranged  several weeks  previously and  surely it  could
have  been unconnected  with  marriage proposals? Neither Roth, the
biographer  of  Brampton, nor Sao  Paio mentions  his  presence  in Portugal in
1485, although  both note that  he was in  Lisbon  in  1484.  Is it not  possible  that
the  idea  of the  double marriage arrangements  could  have  been  introduced
into the  negotiations  in  Portugal  by King John after Richard  had  announced
publicly that  he had no  intention  of  marrying his  niece?
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